Policy gradient methods in reinforcement learning have become increasingly prevalent for state-of-the-art performance in continuous control tasks. Novel methods typically benchmark against a few key algorithms such as deep deterministic policy gradients and trust region policy optimization. As such, it is important to present and use consistent baselines experiments. However, this can be difficult due to general variance in the algorithms, hyper-parameter tuning, and environment stochasticity. We investigate and discuss: the significance of hyper-parameters in policy gradients for continuous control, general variance in the algorithms, and reproducibility of reported results. We provide guidelines on reporting novel results as comparisons against baseline methods such that future researchers can make informed decisions when investigating novel methods.
Introduction
Deep reinforcement learning with neural network policies and value functions has had enormous success in recent years across a wide range of domains [1, 2, 3, 4] . In particular, model-free reinforcement learning with policy gradient methods have been used to solve complex robotic control tasks [5, 6] . Policy gradient methods can be generally divided into two groups: off-policy gradient methods, such as Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (DDPG) [1] and on-policy methods, such as Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) [2] .
However, often there are many sources of possible instability and variance that can lead to difficulties with reproducing deep policy gradient methods. In this work, we investigate the sources of these difficulties with both on-and off-policy gradient methods for continuous control. We use two MuJoCo [7] physics simulator tasks from OpenAI gym [8] (Hopper-v1 and Half-Cheetah-v1) for our experimental tasks. We investigate two policy gradient algorithms here: DDPG and TRPO. To our knowledge, there are few works [9] which reproduce existing policy gradients methods in reinforcement learning, yet many use as these algorithms as baselines to compare their novel work against [9, 10, 11, 12] . We use the code provided by in [9] and [10] for TRPO and DDPG (respectively), as these implementations are used in several works directly for comparison [12, 10, 9, 13, 14] Performance Measures : We examine the general variance of the algorithms and address the importance of presenting all possible metrics across a large number of trials. Three main performance measures commonly used in the literature are: Maximum Average Return, Maximum Return, Standard Deviation of Returns, and Average Return. However, the first two measures are considered to be highly biased, while the last two are considered to be the most stable measures used to compare the performance of proposed algorithms. Thereby, in the rest of this work we only use the Average Return as our comparison measure unless stated otherwise, with final results displaying all metrics 3 .
Hyper-parameter Settings : We also highlight that there can be difficulty in properly fine-tuning hyper-parameter settings, leading to large variations of reported results across a wide range of works as different hyper-parameters are used. As in Tables 2 and 1 , this inconsistency within the wide range of reported results makes it difficult to compare DDPG and TRPO as baseline algorithms without careful detailing of hyper-parameters, attention to the fairness of the comparison, and proper tuning of the parameters. Each cited work uses a different set of experimental hyper-parameters for supposed baseline comparisons 4 . Running these algorithms with suboptimal hyper-parameter configurations may result in inaccurate comparisons against these baseline methods. As such, we highlight the significance of tuning various hyper-parameters and assess which of these yield the most significant differences in performance.
Based on our analysis, we encourage that careful consistency should be maintained when reporting results with both of these algorithms, as they are quite susceptible to hyper-parameters and the external sources of variance or randomness.
Experimental Analysis
We evaluate the off-policy DDPG [1] and on-policy TRPO [2] algorithms on continuous control environments from the OpenAI Gym benchmark [8] , using the MuJoCo physics simulator [7] . We empirically show the susceptibility and variance in results due to hyper-parameter configurations on two environments: Hopper ( S ⊆ R 20 , A ⊆ R 3 ) and Half-Cheetah (S ⊆ R 20 , A ⊆ R 6 ). All experiments 5 are performed building upon the rllab Tensorflow implementation of TRPO [9] and the Q-Prop Tensorflow implementation of DDPG for our experiments [10] .
Experiment Details : We run all variations for 5000 iterations and average all results across 5 runs. We investigate several hyper-parameters: batch size, policy network architecture, step size (TRPO), regularization coefficient (TRPO), generalized advantage estimation (λ) (TRPO), reward scale (DDPG), and actor-critic learning rates (DDPG). For each of these hyper-parameters we hold all others constant at default settings and vary the one under investigation across commonly used values. Lastly, we run a final set of experiments using the overall best cross-section of hyper-parameters for 10 trials using random seeds. We do this to investigate whether there is a significant difference in the results just due to variance caused by the random seeds.
For TRPO, the default hyper-parameters which we use are: a network architecture of (100,50,25) with ReLU hidden activations for a Gaussian Multilayer Perception Policy [9] ; a step size of 0.01; a regularization coefficient of 1·10 −5 ; a Generalized Advantage Estimation λ of 1.0 [3] . For DDPG, we use default parameters as follows: a network architecture of (100,50,25) with relu hidden activations for a Gaussian Multilayer Perception Policy [9] ; actor-critic learning rates of 1 · 10 −3 and 1 · 10 −4 ; batch sizes of 64; and a reward scale of 0.1. 3 We leave out Maximum Return unavenged across several trials, we posit this to be an unsuitable metric for reporting results. High-variance policies and environments may yield a vastly larger maximum return in an outlying trial. 4 hyper-parameters for each paper can be found in detail in the references provided 5 For code used, see: https://github.com/Breakend/ReproducibilityInContinuousPolicyGradientMethods.
Common Hyper-Parameters
First, we investigate several hyper-parameters common to both TRPO and DDPG: policy architecture and batch size. We use the same sets of hyper-parameters as reported in previous works using these implementations in an attempt to reproduce the results reported in these works.
Policy Network Architecture : The policy network architecture can play an important role in the maximum reward achieved by the algorithm due to the amount of information storage provided by the network. We use a hidden layer sizes (64,64) as in [2] , (400,300) as in [9, 1] , and (100,50,25) as in [10] for comparing the results of these algorithms 6 .
Our results can be found in Figures 1 and 2 . Notably, the (400,300) architecture significantly outperforms both other smaller architectures for Half-Cheetah and to a less significant extent Hopper as well 7 . This is true for both TRPO and DDPG. However, the architecture which we found to be the best (400,300) is not the one which is used in reporting results for baselines results in [10, 12] . For the Hopper environment, for both TRPO and DDPG, results are not as significantly impacted by varying the network architecture, unlike the Half-Cheetah environment. This is somewhat thematic of what we find across all hyper-parameter variations on Hopper, as will be further discussed later. In particular, our investigation of DDPG on different network configurations shows that for the Hopper environment, DDPG is quite unstable no matter the network architecture. This can be attributed partially to the high variance of DDPG itself, but also to the increased stochasticity of the Hopper task. As can be seen in Figure 2 , even with varied network architectures, it is difficult to tune DDPG to reproduce results from other works even when using their reported hyper-parameter settings.
Batch Size : The batch size parameter plays an important role in both DDPG and TRPO. In the off-policy DDPG algorithm, the actor and critic updates are made by sampling a mini-batch uniformly from the replay buffer. Typically, the replay buffer is allowed to be large. In [1] and [10] , a batch size of 64 was used, whereas the original rllab implementation uses a batch size of 32. Our analysis with different mini-batches for DDPG (32, 64, 128) shows that similar performance can be obtained with mini-batch sizes of 32 and 64, whereas significant improvements can be obtained with a batch size of 128.
For TRPO, larger batch sizes are necessary in general. We investigate the same batch sizes as used in [10, 2] of (1000,5000,25000). As expected, a batch size of 25000 produces the best results. As we constrain learning to 5000 episodes, it is intuitive that a larger batch size would perform better in this time frame as more samples are seen. Furthermore, as can be seen in Figure 3 for Half-Cheetah, the smaller batch sizes begin to plateau to a much lower optimum.
By intuition, this may be due to TRPO's use of conjugate gradient optimization with a KL constraint. With small sample batch sizes, gradients differences between steps may be much larger in a high variance environment and results in a more unstable training regime. 
TRPO-Specific Hyper-Parameters
Regularization Coefficient : The regularization coefficient (RC) (or conjugate gradient damping factor) is used as a regularizer by adding a factor of the identity matrix to the Fisher matrix (or finite difference HVP in [9] ) during the conjugate gradient step. We investigate a range of values between 1 · 10 −5 to .1 based on values used in aforementioned works. We don't see a significant difference 8 8 Using an average of 2-sample t-test comparisons, the largest difference from the default parameter in Hopper is t = 2.8965, p = 0.1443 with RC=0.1 and t = 0.8020, p = 0.4540 with RC=.0001. in using one particular value of RC over another, though it seems to have a more significant effect on Hopper. Figure 5 shows the average learning graphs for these variations. Generalized Advantage Estimation : Generalized advantage estimation [3] has been shown to improve results dramatically for TRPO. Here, we investigate using λ = 1.0 and λ = .97 for this. We find that for longer iterations, a lower GAE λ does in fact improve results for longer sequences in Half-Cheetah and mildly for Hopper 9 . Figure 6 shows the average learning graphs for these variations. Step Size : The step size (SS) (effectively the learning rate of TRPO) is the same as the KL-divergence bound for the conjugate gradient steps. Here, we find that the default value of 0.01 appears to work generally the best for both Hopper and Half-Cheetah 10 . Figure 7 shows the average learning curves for these variations. The intuition here is the same behind adjusting learning rates in standard gradient optimization methods, though the formulation is through a constraint rather than a learning rate, it effectively has the same characteristics when tuning it.
DDPG-Specific Hyper-Parameters
We investigate two hyper-parameters which are unique to DDPG which previous works have described as important for improving results [9, 10] : reward scale and actor-critic learning rates.
Reward Scale : As in [9] , all the rewards for all tasks were rescaled by a factor of 0.1 to improve the stability of DDPG. It has been claimed that this external hyper-parameter, depending on the task, can make the DDPG algorithm unstable. Experimental results in [10] give indication that DDPG is particularly sensitive to different reward scale settings. Figure 8 shows that even though DDPG performance have been reported to be highly susceptible to the reward scaling parameter, our analysis shows that DDPG does not improve by rescaling the rewards. In fact, for the Half-Cheetah environment, we find that no reward scaling (RS=1) yields much higher returns, even though [10] and [9] have reported an optimal reward scale value to be 0.1. Furthermore, we highlight that often for DDPG, learning curves are not shown for all environments and only tabular results are presented, making it difficult to compare how reward scaling has affected results in prior work.
Actor-Critic Learning Rates : We further investigate the effects of the actor and critic base learning rates as given in [10] and [9] , which both use 0.001, 0.0001 (for the critic, and actor respectively). Interestingly, we find that the actor and critic learning rates for DDPG have less of an effect on the Hopper environment than the Half-Cheetah environment. This brings into consideration that keeping other parameters fixed, DDPG is not only susceptible to the learning rates, but there are other sources of variation and randomness in the DDPG algorithm.
General Variance
We investigate the general variance of multiple trials with different random seeds. Variance across random seeds is of particular interest since it has been noted that in several known codebases, there are implementations 11 for searching for the best random seed to use. In particular, we determine whether it is possible to generate learning curves by randomly averaging trials together (with only the seed varied) such that we see statistically significant differences in the average reward learning curve distributions. Thereby, we wish to determine if it is possible to report significantly worse results We run a total of 10 trials with our best tuned hyper-parameter configurations as examined previously. We randomly average two groups of 5 and plot the results. We find that there can be a significant 12 difference as seen in Figure 10 . Particularly for Half-Cheetah it is possible to get training curves that do not fall within the same distribution at all, just by averaging different runs with the same hyper-parameters, but random seeds. Figure 11 also shows the significance of DDPG instability. Even with fine-tuned hyper-parameter configurations, our analysis shows that stable results with DDPG, on either of the environments cannot be achieved. This further suggests that there might be randomness due to other external sources which affects performance of DDPG on these continuous control tasks.
Our results show that for both DDPG and TRPO, taking two different average across 5 experiment runs do not necessarily produce the same result, and in fact, there is high variance in the obtained results. This emphasizes the need for averaging many runs together when reporting results using a different randoms seed for each. In this way, future works should attempt to negate the effect of random seeds and environment stochasticity when reporting their results. Tables 1 and 2 highlight results and metrics presented in various related works which compares to TRPO and DDPG (respectively). We include results from an average of 5 runs across the best cross-section of hyper-parameters (based on our previous investigations). We show various metrics at different numbers of iterations such that a fair comparison can be made against reported results from other works. It can be noted that while some works demonstrate similar results to our own, others vary wildly from our own findings. Furthermore, many works only include the Max Average Return, which can be misleading. Due to the variance we have demonstrated here and the difficulty in reproducing these algorithms, it is extremely important for future works to: (1) report all possible metrics to characterize their own algorithms against TRPO and DDPG (particularly Average Return and Standard Deviation of the returns); (2) report all hyper-parameters used for optimization; (3) attempt to use a somewhat optimal set of hyper-parameters; (4) average results on greater than 5 trials and report how many trials are averaged together 13 . We intend this work to act as both a guide for accomplishing this and a starting point for determining whether observed values are in line with possible best results on Hopper and Half-Cheetah environments for novice researchers in policy gradients. We present a set of results, highlighting the difficulty in reproducing results with policy gradient methods in reinforcement learning. We show the difficulty of fine-tuning and the significant sources of variance in hyper-parameter selection for both TRPO and DDPG algorithms. Our analysis shows that these state-of-the-art on-policy and off-policy policy gradient methods often suffer from large variations as a result of different hyper-parameter settings. In addition, results across different continuous control domains are not always consistent, as shown in the Hopper and Half-Cheetah experiment results. We find that Half-Cheetah is more susceptible to performance variations from hyper-parameter tuning, while Hopper is not. We posit that this may be due to the difference in stochasticity within the environments themselves. Half-Cheetah has a much more stable dynamics 13 Further investigation needs be done to determine the amount of trials (N ) necessary to ensure a fair comparison (i.e. for what N would any N -sample average always result in a similarly distributed returns, unlike as has been demonstrated to be possible in Figure 10 ) 14 Results from original implementation evaluation on OpenAI Gym: https://gym.openai. com/evaluations/eval_W27eCzLQBy60FciaSGSJw; https://gym.openai.com/evaluations/eval_ Gudf6XDS2WL76S7wZicLA Table 2 : Results and descriptions of reported values by various works using DDPG (Hopper and Half-Cheetah environments) as a baseline. "Length(iters)" denotes algorithm iterations and "Length(episodes)" denotes number of episodes.
Discussion and Conclusion
model, and thus is less variant in failure modes. Hopper, on the other hand, is prone to quick failure modes which introduce larger external variance, possibly making tuning difficult.
Based on our experiments, we suggest that the ML research community requires better fine-tuned implementations of these algorithms with provided hyper-parameter presets. These implementations should have benchmark results for a wide range of commonly used tasks. Our analysis shows that due to the under-reporting of hyper-parameters, different works often report different baseline results and performance measures for both TRPO and DDPG. This leads to an unfair comparison of baselines in continuous control environments. Here, we provide some insight into the impact of different hyper-parameters to aid future researchers in finding the ideal baseline configurations.
However, we also suggest that these algorithms are often susceptible to external randomness, introduced by the environment and other external hyper-parameters (e.g reward scale in DDPG) which makes it quite difficult to reproduce results with these state-of-the-art policy gradient algorithms. As such, we provide the aforementioned recommendations in reporting implementation details (provide all hyper-parameters and number of trial experiments), reporting results (report averages and standard deviations, not maximum returns), and implementing proper experimental procedures (average together many trials using different random seeds for each).
